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ABSTRACT

This study considers a recently proposed topology optimization based approach for designing photonic membrane cavities supporting a dipole cavity mode. Foremost, the study demonstrates that the approach is robust towards the choice of initial guess provided for the optimization problem, in the sense that near identical final designs are obtained for vastly different initial guesses. This finding suggests that the final designs are near-optimal under the given design constraints. Secondly, by stopping the design procedure after the same fixed number of design iterations for all initial guesses, it shows that the designed photonic cavity is sensitive towards certain small perturbations of their geometry, stressing the need for utilizing robust optimization techniques and imposing fabrication conforming length-scales in the cavity geometries.
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Figure 1: An optimized photonic cavity geometry. The electric field norm of the targeted mode at the resonant frequency is shown using the thermal color map.
1. INTRODUCTION

The design of high Purcell factor photonic cavities, i.e. cavities with large Q/V-ratios, has received a lot of attention over the last decades. Here Q denotes the quality factor of a given mode in the cavity and V the associated modal volume.\textsuperscript{1-4} Photonic cavities composed of semi-conductor materials, capable of supporting highly spatio-temporally confined modes (high Q/V), as illustrated in Figure 1, are of great interest for a wide range of applications, including lasers,\textsuperscript{5,6} sensors\textsuperscript{7} and optomechanics.\textsuperscript{8} Having the ability to design such structures at will, directly targeting a specific frequency, mode shape and characteristic cavity size is therefore potentially highly valuable. Further, having the ability to assure manufacturability of the designed cavity structure is paramount as design blueprints which are not manufacturable hold little to no practical value. A recently proposed approach\textsuperscript{9} utilizing topology optimization coupled with advanced techniques for controlling the material phase length scales,\textsuperscript{10,11} accomplishes exactly these goals.

In the present paper, we first outline the approach from\textsuperscript{9} followed by a study demonstrating that the approach is robust towards the initial guess provided as the starting point for the optimization based design procedure. This study illustrates that the optimization based design approach avoids getting stuck in poorly performing local minima but instead is able to consistently identify a specific highly performing cavity structure independent of the provided initial guess. The geometry of the optimized design is instead only depending on the targeted frequency, resonant mode type, e.g. monopole, dipole, quadrupole; choice of design domain size; of the constituent material and of the imposed material phase length-scale.

2. METHOD

The goal of the design procedure proposed in\textsuperscript{9} is to create and optimize high Purcell factor photonic membrane cavities supporting a dipole mode while adhering to user specified fabrication constraints. The physics is modelled in the complex frequency domain, rather than as an eigenvalue problem, using the approach proposed in.\textsuperscript{12} Here a dipole source with a specified in-plane orientation is introduced in the model to excite the desired mode. The physics is modelled under the time harmonic assumption using a vectorial partial differential equation derived from Maxwell’s Equations with appropriate boundary conditions,

$$\nabla \times \left( \frac{1}{\mu(x)} \nabla \times E(x) - \varepsilon(x)\omega^2 E(x) \right) = i\omega J(x).$$

Here $E$ denotes the electric field, $\omega = 2\pi\nu$ the free-space angular frequency with $\nu$ being the frequency, $\varepsilon$ denotes the electric permittivity and $\mu$ the magnetic permeability. $J$ models the electric dipole source and $i$ denotes the imaginary unit.

As a platform for designing the photonic membrane cavities, a model domain $\Omega \in \mathbb{R}^3$ sketched in the left panel of Figure 2 is considered. The domain consists of an air-region (grey) with a design domain $\Omega_d \subset \Omega$ at its centre. The photonic cavity under design occupies $\Omega_d$ with the dipole source placed at its centre (red dot). Due to the symmetry of the field pattern of the targeted dipole mode, the modelling may be simplified by imposing three symmetry planes in $\Omega$, reducing the model domain to one eight of the total domain as illustrated in the right panel of Figure 2.

The symmetries are imposed through the use of appropriate boundary conditions based on the orientation of the dipole source. Perfect electric (PEC $n \times E = 0$), and magnetic (PMC $n \times H = 0$) conducting boundaries are introduced to enforce the symmetries as illustrated in the right panel of Figure 3. First order absorbing boundary conditions are imposed on the outer edges of $\Omega$. The side length of $\Omega_d$ in the $(x,y)$-plane is denoted $t$ and the characteristic size of the surrounding air-region $d$, as illustrated in the left panel of Figure 3. The height of the cavity membrane structure is denoted $h$. 

---

Translated from SIPI, page 1.
The photonic membrane cavity is taken to be of constant cross sectional geometry in the (x,y)-plane extruded to the appropriate height. The cross sectional geometry is then sought designed to maximize the quality of the cavity, measured as the $Q/V$-ratio for the targeted dipole mode (directly proportional to the local density of state for the dipole source). This design problem is recast as a constrained optimization problem and solved by density based topology optimization techniques\textsuperscript{13,14} using the material interpolation proposed in\textsuperscript{15}. Standard filtering and thresholding techniques are used to regularize the problem\textsuperscript{11,16}. 

\[\text{Figure 2: [Left] Sketch of the full modelling domain } \Omega \text{ with the immersed design domain } \Omega_d. \text{ [Right] Sketch of the reduced modelling and design domain after imposing threefold mirror symmetry.} \]

\[\text{Figure 3: [Left] Top-down sketch of the full modelling and design domain with cavity side length } t = 3080 \text{ nm and air region size } d = 1200 \text{ nm. [Right] Symmetry-reduced modelling domain indicating the boundary conditions imposed accordingly and showing the membrane thickness } h = 250 \text{ nm. } \Gamma_{\text{ABS}}: \text{Absorbing boundary, } \Gamma_{\text{PMC}}: \text{Perfectly magnetic conducting boundary, } \Gamma_{\text{PEC}}: \text{Perfectly electric conducting boundary.} \]

\[\text{Proc. of SPIE Vol. 11089 110890A-3} \]
Figure 4: Images of (x,y)-plane cross sections of (a-c) the initial guesses, $\rho_{ini}(x,y)$, provided to the optimization algorithm, (d-f) the final material distributions, $\rho_{final}(x,y)$, resulting from the optimization procedure, (g-i) the final post processed design geometries and (j-l) the mode profile at the resonant frequency. The left column of panels reports data for the initial guess $\rho_{ini} = 1$. The middle column reports data for the initial guess $\rho_{ini} = 0$ except at the source position where material is placed. The right column reports data for the initial guess consisting of an L1-cavity in a classic photonic crystal structure.
3. DISCUSSION

It is important to note that it is (almost) never possible to guarantee the global optimality of a solution to any non-convex optimization problem, without testing all possible permutations of the design variable values. That being said, this study shows that the final optimized cross sectional cavity geometry is independent on the initial guess provided to the optimization algorithm for the investigated problem setup. This demonstrates that the proposed approach is capable of identifying the same locally optimal, high quality, solution independent of initial guess, pointing to the robustness of the method in designing photonic membrane cavities.

For the example treated in this study, an InP ($n = 3.17$) membrane cavity embedded in air ($n = 1.00$) capable of supporting a dipolar mode at $\lambda = 1550$ nm with the dimensions reported in Figure 3, is sought designed. No length-scale nor geometric robustness is imposed in the design procedure. A fixed number of 3800 design iterations is used for all cases. Due to the choice of the number of iterations, the final designs are intentionally not completely identical\(^1\), as a different number of iterations are needed to arrive at the locally optimal solution, depending on the initial guess. This fixed number of iterations is used to illustrate that small deviations in the final geometry may result in significant variations of the performance of the final design. This highlights the potential benefit of utilizing methods which improve the geometric robustness of the optimized designs as well as methods for imposing length-scales in the design, hereby supporting accurate fabrication of the final design blueprints to avoid small, yet important, geometric variations (as was done in\(^9\)).

A number of different initial guesses are provided for the design procedure. Figure 4(a)-(c) shows initial guesses consisting of a solid slab of material filling the entire $\Omega_d$; an empty $\Omega_d$ outside of a small solid region around the dipole source which is kept fixed as solid for all cases; an L1-cavity inside a PhC-membrane slab in $\Omega_d$. Starting from these initial guesses the design procedure is applied. The resulting final design fields, $\rho_{\text{final}}(x,y) \in [0,1]$, are reported in 4(d)-(f). These panels clearly show that qualitatively similar final designs are obtained from the procedure. Meanwhile, if one looks closely at the panels it is possible to see small quantitative differences between the design fields, differences which disappears if the design procedure is allowed to run until convergence. In order to evaluate the performance of the final designs, clear InP/air designs are recovered from the final design fields, these are reported in Figure 4(g)-(i). The targeted dipole mode is computed for the final designs using COMSOL Multiphysics and the resulting $|E|$-field in a slice in the (x,y)-plane at the centre of the membrane, reported in Figure 4(j)-(l). From the panels it is near-impossible to see any difference. Based on the computation of the dipole mode the excitation wavelength and the Q/V-value is computed for all three cases and the values reported in table 1.

From the table it is seen that despite the designs being visually near-indistinguishable on the macroscopic scale, the Q/V-values actually change by $\approx 5.1\%$ from “Solid” to “L1” due to the small geometric variations in the geometries on the order of $\approx 10$ nm in some parts of the design and the order of $\approx 1$ nm in other parts. A frequency shift from the targeted 1550 nm is likewise observed from the table. This shift is caused by the conversion of the design field in Figure 4(d)-(f) to the post processed perfect InP/Air smooth structures in Fig 4(g)-(i).

\(^1\)They become identical if a sufficient number of design iterations are used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Guess</th>
<th>Air</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>Solid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$ [nm]</td>
<td>$\approx 1553$</td>
<td>$\approx 1559$</td>
<td>$\approx 1553$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q/V \left( \left(\frac{\lambda}{n}\right)^3 \right)$</td>
<td>$\approx 22800$</td>
<td>$\approx 22400$</td>
<td>$\approx 23600$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Resonance wavelength and Q/V-value for the designs reported in Figure 4(g-i).
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4. CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates that the approach proposed in 9 is able to identify the same locally optimal solution independent of the investigated, vastly different, initial guesses. This shows that the method is robust towards the initial material distribution, further suggesting that the final design is near-optimal under the specific design constraints. Further it is demonstrated that the final design is sensitive to (certain) small geometry variations, which highlights the potential benefits of applying robust design techniques and imposing length-scales to conform with fabrication restrictions.
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